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10L K&F Concept Beta Messenger Photographic Backpack
The K&F Concept Beta Messenger backpack is distinguished by its lightweight construction, modular interior, and waterproof features. It
also allows for quick access to your equipment, making it ideal for any photographic adventure. With a capacity of 10 liters, it provides
ample space to store all your essential devices and accessories, while the wide straps ensure user comfort.
 
Lightweight Design
The  weight  of  the  K&F  Concept  Beta  Messenger  backpack  does  not  exceed  550  g,  ensuring  exceptional  user  comfort.  With  a  10-liter
capacity,  it  is  the  perfect  choice  for  both  professionals  and amateur  photographers  who value functionality  and want  to  capture  their
travel experiences.
 
Modular Interior for Enhanced Convenience
When designing  the  K&F  Concept  Beta  Messenger  backpack,  the  focus  was  on  flexibility.  The  compartments  can  be  adjusted  to  your
needs, allowing you to comfortably transport, among other things, one camera and 2 additional lenses. With the ability to open from both
the  back  and  the  side,  the  backpack  provides  quick  and  easy  access  to  your  equipment,  enabling  you  to  capture  fleeting  moments
efficiently.
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Waterproof Surface
The  backpack's  surface  is  waterproof,  ensuring  that  your  equipment  remains  protected  even  in  challenging  weather  conditions.  Rain
won't hinder you from capturing breathtaking shots!
 
Comfortable Carrying
The wide straps guarantee comfort even during extended wear. The neutral design makes the backpack suitable for both professional
photography use and everyday use.
 
Manufacturer
K&F Concept
Model
KF13.141
Capacity
10 liters
Dimensions
20 x 15 x 40 cm
Weight
550 g

Preço:

Antes: € 42.4965

Agora: € 37.99

Foto, Wideo  Akcesoria  Plecaki
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